[Radical prostatectomy in clinically localized prostate carcinoma. Contra laparoscopic approach].
Laparoscopic radical prostatectomy (LRP) offers an alternative to open prostatectomy in the treatment of clinically localized prostate cancer. However, when considering this new approach, oncological and functional results must be comparable to those of open retropublic prostatectomy (RRP). Long-term follow-up data for LRP are still lacking. RRP shows biochemical-free survival rates of 80% after 5 and 10 years. When evaluating functional results, data for postoperative erectile function after LRP are unclear. The functional data of postoperative continence after LRP seemed to be comparable to those of RRP. Even when considering aspects of morbidity and economy, RRP remains the golden standard in the treatment of clinically localized prostate cancer. Oncological and functional results are still preliminary for LRP.